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Student Favorites

Math survey  Middle/High School

Student Name:

BEHAVIOR AND ATTITUDE:

NUMBERS AND OPERATIONS:

MATH FACTS (recalls without hesitation):

GEOMETRY:

 Gives up quickly  Avoids math homework  Number reversals
 Forgets steps for solving quickly  Poor test taker  Gives good effort
   Math has always been a struggle  Homework takes longer than it should 

 Can add and subtract within 10  Uses fingers to compute  Can count by quantities 
 Perform operations w/ factions  Decimal operations  Solves basic word problems 
 Works with integers      Writes equations   Estimates correctly  

 Addition/subtraction (0-12)  Multiplication (0-10)  Division

 Use measurement tools  Can identify lines, circles, angles  Solves for area and perimeter



Math survey  Middle/High School

MEASUREMENT:

DATA ANALYSIS:

ALGEBRA:

Student Goals     Can count money  Can give accurate change            Can solve problems involving money
 Can solve problems involving time 

    Can complete a pattern  Sort like items           Can read a graph 
 Knows how to graph  Can plot points of data 

    Uses order of operation  Solves multi-step problems           Solves for a variable 
 Writes algebraic equations from a word problem

What is your child’s number one frustration with math?

What kind of math 
behaviors would you like to 
see?  List them below:
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